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 NOTIFICATION REGARDING THE OPPORTUNITY STUDY FOR 

 “IMPROVEMENT OF A PRIVATE PARKING PLACE WITHIN “MECANICA CEAHLAU LTD” LOCATED IN 

PIATRA NEAMŢ, 34 AUREL VLAICU STREET  
The study was elaborated by the company Antreprenor Construct, for the return preview, on a period 

of 10 years, of the investment regarding the construction of a private parking place, for the vehicle holders to 

park their vehicles on a defined period of time (cars, coaches, buses, trucks, trailers, and so on)   

The features below are presented in this study: 

- The current situation of the dwelling (a land surface of 23 247 mp and 37 existing buildings);  

- Its improvement according to the general town planning (PUG) of Piatra Neamt; 

- Industrial, social, commercial and transport units nearby; 

- The facilities allowed in the area 

- The investment completion with all the strategic development priorities of Piatra Neamt; 

- The completion of the optimization of the territory relations; 

- Improvements and plants providing the protection of the environment features.  

 As for the technical details of the investment, the estimative values below are given: 

 The value of the building demolition works = 137 500 euro; 

 The value of the parking improvement = 1 162 000 euro; 

 The value of endowments (i.e. Automatic barrier, charging device, gate cabin, lighting system, fire 

prevention system, pluvial drainage system, sanitary group, waste collection system and so on)=30 

000 euro.   

 The value of the design, studies, approvals and notification costs in order to obtain the construction 

approval = 20 000 euro. 

 Current maintenance costs (hired staff, facilities, wastes, cleaning, supplies, and so on) = 5000 

euro/month. 

 Costs for the advertising and publicity = 1000 euro/month. 

 Taxes and fees= 1000 euro/month. 

Thus the investment level 1 676 380 euro (VAT included), is determined, divided as follows: 

1. demolition works of 170 500 euro (VAT included ) 

2. Improvement works of 1 440 880 euro (VAT included) 

3. Miscellaneous works (fence, phonic absorbent panels, lighting, supervision and 

protection system and so on.) 60 000 euro (VAT included). 

To establish the number of the parking places we considered 60% of the parking surface and 40 % 

of the surface for the access ways, maneuver, and endowments and so on. Seven versions of endowments, 

considering as variables the number of parking places considering the vehicle category that can be 

parked. 

From the analysis of the opportunity study it comes out that the investment is gainful on a long 

term. 

The best internal rate of the investment financial return is of 25 %, for one of the version and 

wherein the amortization of the initial investment is completed in 7 years. This version presents the 

improvement of a mixed parking with an occupation degree of 60%, as follows:  

- 40% of the parking surface itself for car parking with 0.3 euro/hour; 

- 30% of the parking surface itself for the parking of 2, 3 or 4 axles standard trailers/ buses/ 

coaches/ trucks and so on 0.5 euro/hour; 

- 30% of the parking surface itself for trucks and trailer trucks/ axle truck and high trailers/ buses for long 

term journeys/ standard articulated buses, with 1 euro/hour.   
The previews for this scenario are previews closed to the pessimistic beach, corresponding to the 

best market value per square meter of land of 233 euro/sm. Only an price increase from the above 

example, for the car parking to 0.5 euro/hour, to trucks to 1 euro/hour, and to buses to 1.5 euro/hour and a 

charging degree of 70%, would lead to a net financial value of the investment of 15 753 808 euro and a 

rate of 66%, corresponding to an obtainable market value per square meter of land of 677 euro/square 

meter. 
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